Towards de novo identification of metabolites by analyzing tandem mass spectra.
Mass spectrometry is among the most widely used technologies in proteomics and metabolomics. Being a high-throughput method, it produces large amounts of data that necessitates an automated analysis of the spectra. Clearly, database search methods for protein analysis can easily be adopted to analyze metabolite mass spectra. But for metabolites, de novo interpretation of spectra is even more important than for protein data, because metabolite spectra databases cover only a small fraction of naturally occurring metabolites: even the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana has a large number of enzymes whose substrates and products remain unknown. The field of bio-prospection searches biologically diverse areas for metabolites which might serve as pharmaceuticals. De novo identification of metabolite mass spectra requires new concepts and methods since, unlike proteins, metabolites possess a non-linear molecular structure. In this work, we introduce a method for fully automated de novo identification of metabolites from tandem mass spectra. Mass spectrometry data is usually assumed to be insufficient for identification of molecular structures, so we want to estimate the molecular formula of the unknown metabolite, a crucial step for its identification. The method first calculates all molecular formulas that explain the parent peak mass. Then, a graph is build where vertices correspond to molecular formulas of all peaks in the fragmentation mass spectra, whereas edges correspond to hypothetical fragmentation steps. Our algorithm afterwards calculates the maximum scoring subtree of this graph: each peak in the spectra must be scored at most once, so the subtree shall contain only one explanation per peak. Unfortunately, finding this subtree is NP-hard. We suggest three exact algorithms (including one fixed parameter tractable algorithm) as well as two heuristics to solve the problem. Tests on real mass spectra show that the FPT algorithm and the heuristics solve the problem suitably fast and provide excellent results: for all 32 test compounds the correct solution was among the top five suggestions, for 26 compounds the first suggestion of the exact algorithm was correct. http://www.bio.inf.uni-jena.de/tandemms